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92%, 87%

16807 7x5 5/5 21.85%

GAME PAGE

Another Truck!? Another truckload of Cash (or gold)!? Another group of skull-
duggerous villains set on thievery, death and destruction!? Oh yeah! Cash 

Truck 3 Turbo is the third installment in the Cash Truck product line and this 
time we’re flashing-back to an earlier time in this turbo-charged game.

Cash Truck 3 Turbo is a 7-high, 5-reel game with up to 16807 ways, featuring Tum-
bling Reels, Second Chance, Big Wild, a multiplier collect Bonus Game and a play 

area that expands on each win. New additions include 3 Turbo features as well as an 
improved 40 000x max win.

Cash Truck 3 Turbo will arrive fully-loaded with 4  RTP versions, namely: 96%, 92%, 
94% and 87% ensuring that is has an immensely wide reach in all markets and the 

promise of healthy margins.

GAME FEATURES

• TUMBLING REELS
• EXPANDING PLAY AREA
• WILD
• BIG WILD
• SECOND CHANCE SCATTER
• GAMBLE
• TRUCK RAIDER BONUS
• SPECIAL SYMBOLS
• BUY FEATURE

https://clientarea.quickspin.com/games/cash-truck-3-turbo/
https://clientarea.quickspin.com/games/cash-truck-3-turbo/


CASH TRUCK 3 TURBO
(96%, 94%,92%, 87%)

TUMBLING REELS
Symbols in winning combinations are removed and new symbols drop down to fill 
their spaces. The tumbling continues for as long as there are new winning combina-
tions. Each tumble win is added to the total win.

EXPANDING PLAY AREA
Each round in the base game starts with a play area of five reels of height 4, plus one 
locked area of height 3.

Every tumble that creates a winning combination will expand the play area by open-
ing up three randomly selected locations in the locked area and reveal the symbol 
underneath. The expansion continues for as long as there are new winning tumbles.

WILD
The Wild symbols substitute for all symbols except the Bonus Scatter symbol.

BIG WILD
After there are no locked spots in the base game, after all tumbles have been com-
pleted, a 3x3 Big Wild will be placed in the center of the play area and the win will be 
evaluated.   

SECOND CHANCE SCATTER
If there are 2 Bonus Scatter symbols in the open area once all tumbles have been 
completed, the Second Chance Scatter will occur.

The Second Chance Scatter clears the open play area of all symbols except for the 
2 Bonus scatters. The play area will be expanded by opening up three randomly se-
lected locations from the locked area, and new symbols drop down to fill the cleared 
spaces.

GAMBLE
If you win entry into the Bonus Game, you can gamble to get extra Expander symbols. 
If you win the gamble, you will be awarded an extra Expander symbol. But, if you lose 
the gamble, the Bonus Game is forfeit and the game round will end.

TRUCK RAIDER BONUS
If there are 3 or more Bonus Scatters in the base game, the Truck Raider Bonus game 
will be awarded. If there are more than 3 Bonus scatters, the Truck Raider Bonus 
game will start with one extra Expander symbol per additional Bonus Scatter.

The bonus game will start with 3 spins awarded. For each spin, new special symbols 
can appear. New symbols remain for the entire Truck Raider bonus game.

If one or more new symbols land on a spin, the spin counter is reset to 3. Otherwise, 
it’s decreased by 1.

At the end of the Truck Raider bonus game, the player will be awarded the sum of all 
the current symbols multiplied by the bet.

SPECIAL SYMBOLS

Grabber: The Grabber symbol adds the value of all other symbols in the unlocked 
play area to its own value upon landing.

Turbo Grabber: The Turbo Grabber symbol adds the value of all other symbols in the 
unlocked play area to its own value upon landing, and on every spin where any other 
symbol lands thereafter after that for the duration of the bonus game.

Doubler: The Doubler symbol doubles its value each time the spin counter is reset to 
3. 

Zapper: The Zapper Symbol doubles the value of all symbols connected to it orthog-
onally in a chain of symbols upon landing.
Turbo Zapper: The Turbo Zapper symbol doubles the value of all symbols connect-
ed to its cluster by touching sides, and on every spin where any other symbol lands 
thereafter throughout the Bonus Game.

Booster: The Booster symbol adds its value to all other symbols in the unlocked play 
area upon landing.

Turbo Booster: The Turbo Booster symbol adds its value to all other symbols in the 
unlocked play area upon landing, on every spin where any other symbol lands there-
after for the duration of the bonus game.

Upgrader: The Upgrader symbol upgrades the orthogonally adjacent symbols. A Cash 
symbol can get upgraded to a Grabber or a Booster. A Grabber, Zapper, or a Booster 
gets upgraded to the Turbo version of the symbol.

Expander: The Expander symbol unlocks 3 randomly chosen locations from the locked 
area.

Target Eliminated: A total Bonus Game win of 40,000 x the bet will end the Truck 
Raider Bonus game and the player will be paid 40,000 x the bet.

BUY FEATURE

Pay to get instant entry to the bonus game! The Buy feature can be activated from 
the Base Game.

For a cost of 75 x the base bet, you can buy entry to the Truck Raider Bonus game 
with a guarantee of at least 3 Bonus Scatters.

For a cost of 375 x the base bet, you can buy entry to the Truck Raider Bonus game 
with a guarantee of at least 5 Bonus Scatters.
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96%
INFORMATION

Game ID
Volatility (1-5)
Min Bet
Max Bet
Default Bet

RTP

Base Game
Free Game
Total

WIN PROBABILITIES

Big Win (15x)
Super Win (40x)
Mega Win (70x)
Epic Win (100x)

cashtruck3
5

€0.2
€100

€1

48.75%
47.32%
96.06%

1 in 79
1 in 226
1 in 523
1 in 877

MAX PAYOUT

40000X
In 73,345,418 Spins

94%
INFORMATION

Game ID
Volatility (1-5)
Min Bet
Max Bet
Default Bet

RTP

Base Game
Free Game
Total

WIN PROBABILITIES

Big Win (15x)
Super Win (40x)
Mega Win (70x)
Epic Win (100x)

cashtruck394
5

€0.2
€100

€1

48.75%
45.44%
94.19%

1 in 80
1 in 232
1 in 553
1 in 934

MAX PAYOUT

40000X
In 99,479,306 Spins

92%
INFORMATION

Game ID
Volatility (1-5)
Min Bet
Max Bet
Default Bet

RTP

Base Game
Free Game
Total

WIN PROBABILITIES

Big Win (15x)
Super Win (40x)
Mega Win (70x)
Epic Win (100x)

cashtruck392
5

€0.2
€100

€1

48.75%
43.32%
92.07%

1 in 80
1 in 239
1 in 591

1 in 1,009

MAX PAYOUT

40000X
In 95,980,708 Spins

87%
INFORMATION

Game ID
Volatility (1-5)
Min Bet
Max Bet
Default Bet

RTP

Base Game
Free Game
Total

WIN PROBABILITIES

Big Win (15x)
Super Win (40x)
Mega Win (70x)
Epic Win (100x)

cashtruck387
5

€0.2
€100

€1

48.75%
38.40%
87.15%

1 in 80
1 in 257
1 in 705

1 in 1,237

MAX PAYOUT

34241X
In 100 million Spins


